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Multiple tests with hydrogen atoms, H 2 molecules and water molecules verified that the energetics of the bare core hydrogen potential and the hydrogen pseudopotential are almost indistinguishable.
The basis functions were double-zeta plus polarization quality, formed from contracted Gaussians. Hence the occupied orbitals Si-s and Si-p, and the H-s, for example, had two radial degrees of freedom, and the Si-d and H-p unoccupied angular polarization orbitals had only one. The basis sets for hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, silicon, and iodine were contracted (4s1p/2s1p), (5s4p1d/2s2p1d), (5s5p2d/2s2p1d), (4s3p1d/2s2p1d) and (5s5p1d/2s2p1d) basis sets, respectively. This nomenclature denotes, for H for example, that four Gaussian s-functions were contracted into two independent functions, and one Gaussian p-function was used as one independent radial degree of freedom. The d-functions (for carbon, oxygen, silicon and iodine) were made up of the five pure l=2 functions, i.e., the s-combination was excluded. The Gaussians and contraction coefficients for hydrogen, carbon, oxygen, silicon and iodine are listed in Tables S-1 , S-2, S-3, S-4 and S-5. 
